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Executive summary
Since the beginning of the Russian Federation’s
aggression against Ukraine the need to
protect national security arose not just on the
traditional battlefield, but in the information
space as well. Due to the need to prevent
media influences coming from the northeastern border, Ukrainian MPs developed and
adopted a number of legislative acts aimed to
reduce Russian influence. They were related
both to the increase in the number of banned
content categories, in particular, broadcasts
popularizing the authorities of the aggressor
state[1], Russian movies produced after 2014,
etc., and promotion of the Ukrainian language.
Other state authorities also joined in the
process of ensuring national security
interests, in particular, the National Council of
Television and Radio Broadcasting of Ukraine
and the National Security and Defense Council
of Ukraine. Unfortunately, the measures they
introduced, like imposition of sanctions, did
not meet the standards of securing freedom
of expression, enshrined in international legal
acts, in particular, the European Convention
on Human Rights and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Due to
that, establishment of the adequate balance
between those values requires introduction
of a number of legislative amendments, in
particular, cancellation or at least regulation
of the procedure of “black list” compilation,
updating of sanctions legislation and
legislation on the protection of national
minorities, as well as improvement of the
level of trust in law enforcement.

Ukrainian media:

a wild field and Moscow attacks

Ukraine is always in the middle of various
global rankings of compliance of the
freedom of speech, the data of which
constitutes an important indicator for
comparing media environments of the
world. Most often such positions, if there
is no considerable progress or degrading,
prove that the country faces deeply-rooted
problems with media regulation or that there
takes place some interference into the work
of media men. For example, if we look at
the Reporters Without Borders World Press
Freedom Index ranking, since 2016 Ukraine
has been consistently staying in about the
100th place out of 180, while it used to be
in about the 120th place.[2] In the Freedom
in the World ranking developed by Freedom
House Ukraine has been partially free from
the beginning of its independence, but for
a short period of “being free” during Viktor
Yushchenko’s presidency.[3]

https://www.slovoidilo.ua/
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At the same time, even compilers of those
rankings do recognize that Ukraine is
characterized by a diversified media landscape
established through a number of reforms
made after 2014. And the most significant
problem is the influence of oligarchs on media
as well as dependency of the editorial policy
as well as inadequate investigation of crimes
committed against journalists.[4]

And the most significant problem
is the influence of oligarchs on
media as well as dependency of the
editorial policy as well as inadequate
investigation of crimes committed
against journalists.
And the most significant problem is the
influence of oligarchs on media as well as
dependency of the editorial policy as well as
inadequate investigation of crimes committed
against journalists.
One more factor influencing Ukraine’s position
in such rankings is introduction of a number
of restrictions for media functioning, that
resulted from the aggression of the Russian
Federation against Ukraine over the period of
2014 and up till now. These restrictions used to
be and are now an attempt made by powerful
Ukrainians to balance the fundamental right
to freedom of expression, envisaged by the
Constitution of Ukraine and international legal
acts in the field of human rights protection, for
the sake of protecting national security from
the influences of both the aggressor state,
and internal media players. At the same time,
in spite of the generally positive influence of
those activities on the Ukrainian media market
development, the issue of independence of
the introduced balance is still open.
7

Sanctions against
the Ukrainian
media

Taras Kozak
owner of the pro-Russian sanctioned
channels NewsOne, ZIK and 112.
Sanctions of the NSDC - February 2, 2021.
Term - 5 years.

ρïνη«ζοΰζÙμζρη»
ρïνη«μνηÜκßνολζρρη»
ρïνη«ρηηÜØΰο»
ρïνη«ρογ«ρη»
ρïνη«ÝΰÙιορη»
ρïνη«ξζορμιορη»
ρïνη«μνηÜμÜθνÙÜμÜ»
ρïνη«μφëώñφóωôώñσøώϏ»

Anatoliy Shariy
pro-Russian propagandist
and video blogger.
Sanctions of the NSDC - August 20, 2021.
Term - 3 years.

ρïνη«ΰζ«âζοΰκμιρ»
sharij.net
sharij.com.ua
youtube.com/user/SuperSharij
JEGIFSSOGSQEREXSPMNWLEVMN
facebook.com/sharijnet
JEGIFSSOGSQFSRHEVIROSSP]EE
JEGIFSSOGSQWLEVMNSJJMGMEP
XQI%7YTIV7LEVMN
twitter.com/sharijnet
X[MXXIVGSQEREXSPMMWLEVMM
XQI3PKE7LEVMN

Most Russian TV channels were at first
banned for re-broadcast in Ukraine, and
then subjected to sanctions. Also, due to
sanction imposition access to more than
600 websites related to Russia or territories
under temporary occupation was limited.
Broadcast of the audio-visual media content
the participants of which included persons
from the ‘black list’ of the Ministry of Culture
as well as Russian movies produced after
January 1, 2014 was banned. It was allowed
to import printed products from the territory
of the aggressor state only on condition
permission for that was obtained from the
State TV and Radio Committee and if there
was an expert opinion stating that such
products corresponded to the Ukrainian
legislation. Besides that, the opportunities
for the dissemination of the Russianlanguage content were considerably limited.
It is also worth mentioning the role of
the state authorities in counteracting
the threats related to national security
coming from inside the country. In 2014 the
National Council of Television and Radio
Broadcasting of Ukraine became more
active, and for the first time in the history
of independent Ukraine it started imposing
sanctions on TV channels for violations of
the requirements concerning dissemination
of the banned content. However, other
branches of power did not consider this to
be enough, and already in 2021 the above
sanctions were imposed on Ukrainian
audio-visual media connected with Taras
Kozak (and, as they say, Viktor Medvedchuk)
and Andriy Derkach. Also, sanctions were
imposed on the online media related to Ihor
Huzhva and Anatoliy Shariy.
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Even a quick look at the measures applied
to media shows that the state introduced
a number of legislative novelties aimed
to protect its own information space and
national security. Their legislative fixation
was caused by several factors: institutional
incapacity (or unwillingness) of the regulator
in the field of audio-visual and audio media
to activate its work at the current applicable
legislation and almost complete absence of
the rules for regulating printed and online
media. The latter is characteristic of mature
democratic societies that realize the need
for non-interference into the activity of
those media and to leave this field for selfregulation. Still, in the Ukrainian conditions,
such absence of regulation means a
different thing – the incapacity of the state
to offer a model for restricting access to
harmful content, that would satisfy both
the media, and the consumers, as well as
incapacity of the journalist community to
get united around common values, to raise
the value of reputation in the profession,
and to remove gross violators of journalist
ethics from it.

Igor Guzhva
journalist, political scientist.
Sanctions of the NSDC - August 20, 2021.
Term - 3 years.

ρïνη«Ýσψóσñ»
ρïνη«λσíîτχώ»
ρïνη«πóσχöóτíώσóτχτîσ»
WXVEREYE
JEGIFSSOGSQKE^IXEWXVEREYE
$WXVEREYE
ZOGSQWXVEREYE
ok.ru/stranaua

Andriy Derkach
Ukrainian politician.
Sanctions of the NSDC - August 20, 2021.
Term - 3 years.

ρïνη«ιοζλιÙΰζ»
ρïνη«πγιξρÜγ»
ρïνη«ΰζ«νμÝΰμ èÛ»
eramedia.com.ua
REFYPIEOWGSQ
REFYPIEOWSVK
REFYPIEOWMRJS
REFYPIEOWRIX
begemot.media
WGITXMGSRPMRI
onmedia.io

*According to the NSDC
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These measures have also been criticized
both
by
international
organizations
and Ukrainian public sector. They are
EPWS GSRWMWXIRXP] GVMXMGM^IH F] SƾGMEP
representatives of the aggressor state
who point at the restriction of broadcast
of Russian and pro-Russian media as at
an example of violation of freedom of
expression.
But has Ukraine really gone too far with
inadequate balancing of freedom of
expression and the need to protect its
sovereignty? How proportionate are the
measures introduced by the Parliament and
the President?

In the Ukrainian conditions, such
absence of regulation means a
different thing – the incapacity of the
state to offer a model for restricting
access to harmful content, that
would satisfy both the media, and the
consumers.
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A giant with clay legs:

how Ukraine tried to protect itself …

International law.
Analysis should start with the statement
that will be the basic one and which is
often forgotten by journalists and some
representatives of the media community:
freedom of expression is not an absolute right
of an individual. The European Convention on
Human Rights, the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, and the Constitution
of Ukraine allow to restrict it. The ECHR and
the ICCPR, though, additionally stress that
exercising of these rights is related to duties
and responsibility. Still, such restrictions
should:

ռ

Be envisaged by legislation;

ռ

Pursue a legitimate goal (in all the above
acts protection of national security is
recognize as the legitimate goal for
restricting freedom of expression);

ռ

Be necessary.

Freedom of expression is
not an absolute right of an
individual.

Balance between freedom of expression
and national security is presented in a more
detailed way in the Johannesburg Principles.
According to them:
12

ռ

A restriction sought to be justified on
the ground of national security is not
legitimate unless its genuine purpose
and demonstrable effect is to protect
a country’s existence or its territorial
integrity against the use or threat of
force, or its capacity to respond to the
use or threat of force, whether from an
external source, such as a military threat,
or an internal source, such as incitement
to violent overthrow of the government;

ռ

In no case may a restriction on freedom
of expression or information, including
on the ground of national security,
involve discrimination based on race,
colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin,
nationality, property, birth or other status;

ռ

Expression may be punished as a threat
to national security only if a government
can demonstrate that:
a) the expression is intended to
incite imminent violence;
b) it is likely to incite such violence;
and
c) there is a direct and immediate
connection
between
the
expression and the likelihood or
occurrence of such violence;

ռ

Expression, whether written or oral, can
never be prohibited on the ground that it
is in a particular language, especially the
language of a national minority.[5]
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It should also be indicated that such
restrictions that are most often applied
after a certain material is broadcast or
published shall not be considered to be
censure prohibited by the Constitution of
Ukraine. Censure, even according to its
definition in the applicable Law of Ukraine
On Information stands for the requirement
to coordinate information prior to its
dissemination or a ban on its dissemination.
[6] Therefore, sanctions that may be imposed
by the state authorities are the measures of
legal responsibility, aimed at punishing and
preventing further violation of legislation by
media.
Due to these standards, as well as taking
into account the fact that Ukraine has not
deviated from its commitments under
international documents and should keep
to them in full scope, we will analyze the
steps taken by Ukraine towards establishing
balance between freedom of speech and
national security in the context of the
Russian aggression.

Media legislation prior to
the aggression.
At the beginning of the aggression Ukrainian
media legislation contained several norms
that were applicable to persons and
organizations abusing freedom of speech.
The Law On Information presupposed that
information may not beused to instigate
dismantlement of the constitutional
order, violation of the territorial integrity
14

of Ukraine, propaganda of war, violence,
brutality, instigation of interethnic, racial,
religious hatred, commission of terrorist
acts, encroachment on human rights and
freedoms, but did not contain any norms
that would presuppose bringing of offenders
to account.[7]
The Law On Television and Radio
Broadcasting prohibited broadcast of calls
for dismantlement of the constitutional
order of Ukraine, calls for war, aggressive
actions, or their propaganda, propaganda
of exceptionality, superiority or inferiority
of individuals on the basis of their religious
beliefs, ideology, belonging to this or that
nation or race, physical or property status,
social origin. If violated, the broadcast
company could get a warning from the
National Council, and if the violations were
not removed or after three warnings were
made – a fine could be imposed on it. If the
violation was not removed even after fine
payment, the regulator could go to court
with the request to cancel the broadcast
license.[8]
ΰ-RJSVQEXMSREKIRGMIW[IVITVSLMFMXIHYRHIV
the profile law to call for a dismantlement
or overthrow of the current constitutional
order, violation of the territorial integrity
of Ukraine, undermining of its security, to
conduct propaganda of war, violence, and
brutality, to foment racial, national, religious
enmity. Still, though the Law On Information
Agencies presupposes that violation of
15

these norms constitutes the grounds for
responsibility, but detailed measures of
responsibility are not out in it.[9]
And the following bans were in effect for
press: one was not allowed to disseminate
calls for usurpation of power, dismantlement
of the constitutional order or territorial
integrity of Ukraine, propaganda of war,
violence, and brutality, fomenting of racial,
national, religious enmity. The same as for
information agencies, the profile law did not
set out any measures of responsibility for
violation of the respective norms.
What did that mean in practice? Nonenforcement of punishment and almost
complete freedom to abuse their rights for
media men, which is a sign of pluralism,
and a sign of a weak state incapable of
counteracting real voiced threats. The Code
on Administrative Offences of Ukraine
did not presuppose any measures of
administrative responsibility for the violators
of the respective legislative norms,[10] while
dispositions of the norms of the Criminal
Code only partially corresponded to the
bans envisaged by the media legislation.
[11] The practice of enforcement of the
respective criminal law norms until 2014 did
not contain many cases.
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New legislation:

television and radio broadcasting.
Due to the minimum regulation of the
responsibility of printed and online media
(some of which function as information
agencies), the state took the greatest effort
to regulate the responsibility of audio-visual
and audio media for violations posing a
threat to national security.
The most efficient step that could be
made within the then legislative framework
was court decision on termination of
broadcast of specific Russian channels,
Such decision concerning channels “Piervyi
Kanal. Vsemirnaya Siet”, RTR-Planieta”,
“Rossiya-24”, and “NTV-Mir” was passed by
the Circuit Administrative Court of the city of
Kyiv while satisfying the lawsuit initiated by
the National Council of Television and Radio
Broadcasting of Ukraine against Torsat Ltd.
on March 25, 2014.[12]
Hence, after its composition was renewed
in the summer of 2014, the National Council
of Television and Radio Broadcasting of
Ukraine took over the initiative in the issues of
counteracting information aggression. With
this in view even the European Convention
on Transfrontier Television (ECTT) was used:
in accordance with the requirements of the
applicable legislation, re-broadcast of TV and
radio programs and programs the content
of which corresponds to the Convention
is not limited in Ukraine. At the same time,
since the Russian Federation is not party to
the Convention, the National Council started
assessing separately to what extent the
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content of this or that Russian broadcast
company corresponded to the Convention, and,
in particular, to the ban on enmity instigation,
contained in Article 7 of the Convention. Such
decisions started appearing in July 2014[13]
and covered almost 100 TV channels of the
aggressor state over the period of 2014–2021.
[14]

After its composition was renewed in the
summer of 2014, the National Council
of Television and Radio Broadcasting of
Ukraine took over the initiative in the
issues of counteracting information
aggression.
After the parliamentary election of the autumn
of 2014 the renewed composition of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine also became
more active in the fight against information
aggression. On February 5, 2015 the Law On
Amendments to Certain Laws of Ukraine on the
Protection of Information Television and Radio
Space of Ukraine was adopted.[15] It banned
audio-visual media from disseminating the
following types of content:

ռ

ռ
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TV programs produced after August 1, 1991,
containing popularization or propaganda of
the bodies of the aggressor state and their
specific actions justifying occupation of the
Ukrainian territory or recognizing it as legal;
Audio-visual works (movies, TV programs,
but for information and information and
analytical programs), one of the participants
of which is an individual included to the List
of Individuals Posing a Threat to National
Security.

Also, under that Law, amendments were
made in the Law On Cinematography, and it
was prohibited to disseminate:

•

Any movies produced by the aggressor
state (Russia) after January 1, 2014;

•

Films containing popularization or
propaganda of the bodies of the aggressor
state and their specific actions, creating
a positive image of the employees of the
aggressor state, the staff of the Soviet
security services, justifying occupation of
the Ukrainian territory or recognizing it as
legal, regardless of the country of origin, if
produced after August 1, 1991.

New content
restrictions for
New content restrictions for audiovisual media were introduced by the audio-visual media
decommunization legislation. In April 2015 were introduced by
broadcast companies were banned to the decommunization
broadcast audio-visual products which deny
legislation.
or justify the criminal nature of the communist
and Nazi totalitarian regimes, create a positive
image of individuals holding top positions in
the Communist Party, top authorities and
management bodies of the USSR, Ukrainian
SSR, other Soviet and autonomous Soviet
republics (but for cases related to the
development of of Ukrainian science and
culture), the staff of the Soviet state security
bodies as well as justify the activities of the
Soviet state security bodies, establishment
of the Soviet rule in the territory of Ukraine or
in specific administrative and territorial units,
persecution of the participants of the fight
for the independence of Ukraine in the XXth
century.[16]
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The next step aimed at better substantiation
of the standpoint of the National Council
within the national legislation was adoption of
the Law On Amendments to Certain Laws of
Ukraine on the Peculiarities of Broadcasting
(Re-Broadcasting) of Advertisements in
Programs and Broadcasts of Foreign
Television and Radio Organizations.[17] It was
in it that the possibility for re-broadcasting
of any programs and broadcasts that do not
fall under the jurisdiction of an EU Member
State or a party to the ECTT was envisaged
in a more clear way only in case they
correspond to the Ukrainian legislation, the
ECTT, as well as in case they are on the list
of programs allowed for re-broadcasting.
It should be mentioned that in November
2016 the amounts of fines were fixed in
the legislation for other violations of the
requirements related to content broadcast
(before that they were approved by the
National Council, in coordination with the
Cabinet of Ministers). For example, a fine
for the popularization of the aggressor state
and for the content involving individuals
included to the List of Individuals Posing a
Threat to National Security, was set in the
amount of 10 % of the license fee (still, it
could be imposed only after a warning had
been made). The sanctions for the violations
related to national security had been there in
the law even prior to the aggression, and they
set 25 % of the license fee amount and could
be imposed regardless of the availability of
a warning as a previous sanction applied
to the broadcast company. That very law
set more clear wording of the ban on hate
speech on television and radio.[18]
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Having regulated most the issues related
to the content of programs broadcast by
audio-visual media, the Verkhovna Rada
started making steps to popularize content
produced in Ukraine as an alternative to
the generally russianized media space.
The first step on that way was approval of
amendments to the Law On Television and
Radio Broadcast in May 2016,[19] which
updated the definition of the programs of
European production, as well as set the 50 %
quote for music works by Ukrainian authors
and performers in the weekly scope of radio
program broadcast.
Such regulation contributed to the next
step – introduction of quotas for broadcast
in Ukrainian. Starting with October 2016
such quotas were introduced for radio
broadcast after the Law On Amendments
to Certain Laws of Ukraine Concerning the
Share of Music Works in the State Language
in the Programs of Television and Radio
Organizations was enacted.[20] For example,
the quota for songs in Ukrainian makes no
less than 35 % of the overall scope of songs
between 07 a.m. – 2 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. – 10
p.m., while the quota for broadcasts (news,
entertainment programs, etc.) is not less
than 60 % of the 24-hour scope. The National
Council got the mandate to impose fines
for non-observance of the requirements for
quota regulation in the amount of 5 % of the
overall amount of license fee paid
Hence, the law on language quotas for TV
was adopted, and it was enacted at the end of
September 2017.[21] According to it, general
national and regional broadcast companies
21

Promotion of content
produced in Ukraine
May
May 2016
2016

Law
Law

"On Television and Radio Broadcasting"
"On Television and Radio Broadcasting"

quota:
quota:

50%
50%

per week
per week

on musical works of Ukrainian
on
musical
of Ukrainian
authors
andworks
performers
authors and performers

October
October 2016
2016

Law
Law

"On Amendments to Certain Laws of
"On Amendments to Certain Laws of
Ukraine Concerning the Share of
Ukraine Concerning the Share of
Musical Works in the State Language
Musical Works in the State Language
in the Programs of Television
in the Programs of Television
and Radio Organizations"
and Radio Organizations"

quota:
quota:

35%
35%

songs in Ukrainian
songs in Ukrainian

07:00 – 14:00
07:00 – 14:00
15:00 – 22:00
15:00 – 22:00

60%
60%
per day
per day

conducting programs
conducting programs

Fines:
Fines:

5%
5%

of the total amount of
of
total
amount
thethe
paid
license
fee of
the paid license fee

September
September 2017
2017

5%
5%

of the total amount of
thethe
paid
license
fee of
of
total
amount
the paid license fee

have to broadcast no less than 75% of
programs or movies in the state language
within the time intervals from 07 a.m. to 6
p.m. and from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., while local
broadcast companies – 60 % of programs
within the same time intervals. A separate
quota exists for news programs: in total 75
% of the overall duration of all programs in
the time intervals of 07 a.m. – 6 p.m. and
6 p.m. – 10 p.m. There is a separate
mention of the broadcast companies’
duty to broadcast any content that is not
their product and has been produced after
August 1, 1991, only in Ukrainian, as well
as to dub all the movies produced in the
territory of the former USSR in Ukrainian.

September 2017
September 2017

Law
Law

"On Amendments to Certain Laws of
"On
Amendments
to the
Certain
Laws of
Ukraine
Concerning
Language
Ukraine
Concerning
the Language
of Audiovisual
(Electronic)
Mass Media"
of Audiovisual (Electronic) Mass Media"

quota:
quota:

local broadcasters
local broadcasters

07:00 – 18:00
07:00
18:00
18:00 –– 22:00
18:00 – 22:00
07:00 – 18:00
07:00
18:00
18:00 –– 22:00
18:00 – 22:00

75%
75%
60%
60%

conducting programs
conducting programs

75%
75%

07:00 – 18:00
07:00
18:00
18:00 –– 22:00
18:00 – 22:00

programs
or films
programs
or films

news programs
news programs

April 2019
April 2019

Law
Law

"On ensuring the functioning of the
"On
ensuring
the functioning
of the
Ukrainian
language
as the state
language"
Ukrainian language as the state language"

quota:
quota:
national and regional broadcasters
national and regional broadcasters

07:00 – 18:00
07:00
18:00
18:00 –– 22:00
18:00 – 22:00

local broadcasters
local broadcasters

programs or films
programs or films

programs or films
programs or films

07:00 – 18:00
07:00
18:00
18:00 –– 22:00
18:00 – 22:00

90%
90%

80%
80%

When the language law was adopted, those
quotas were increased to 90 % and 80 %
for general national and local broadcast
companies respectively. It also introduced
an additional banned content category
– degrading or disrespect of the state
language. Still, these norms will come into
effect only starting with the summer of 2024.
[22] These steps completed development of
the infrastructure that would help protect
national security interests and to counteract
dangerous narratives that could be
broadcast by audio-visual and audio media.

New legislation:
printed and online media.
Unlike TV and radio broadcast, almost no
changes have been made in the regulation
for printed and online media. The already
mentioned package of decommunization
laws prohibited printed media and
22

information agencies to disseminate
propaganda of the communist as well
as national-socialist (Nazi) totalitarian
regimes and their symbols.[23] At the end
of 2016 popularization or propaganda of
the aggressor state and its authorities,
representatives of the authorities of the
aggressor state and their actions creating
a positive image of the aggressor state,
justifying occupation of the Ukrainian
territory or recognizing it as legal were added
to the categories of content prohibited for
dissemination by printed media.[24] The
language law set a number of requirements
concerning the need to issue parallel
circulations in several languages (one of
which should be Ukrainian) and to upload
the sites of the media registered in Ukraine
in the state language by default.[25]
The mechanisms for bringing people to
account for content norm violations have
not been developed. The same online media
working without registration as printed
media or an information agency formally
are not bound by any norms, but for the
general requirements of the Criminal Code
of Ukraine. At the same time, starting
with the summer of 2022 administrative
responsibility will be envisaged for the
language law violation by printed media –
a warning, and for repeat offence – a fine
amounting to 6,800–8,500 UAH. Protocols
on violations may be compiled by the State
Language Protection Commissioner.

23

The mechanisms
for bringing people
to account for
content norm
violations have not
been developed.

Sanctions.
On considering the legislative norms that
were directly related to media men, one
cannot but mention other norms that play
an important role in the striving of the state
to counteract the threats posed to national
security: norms available in the Law of
Ukraine On Sanctions. According to its
norms, if the activity of a foreign legal entity
poses real or potential threats to the national
interests, national security, sovereignty, and
territorial integrity of Ukraine, a number of
sanctions can be imposed on them under
the decision of the National Security and
Defense Council of Ukraine (NSDC) approved
by the Presidential decree, in particular:

ռ

To cancel or terminate the license;

ռ

To restrict or terminate provision of
telecommunication services and the use
of shared telecommunication networks;

ռ

Other sanctions meeting the principles of
their application (legitimacy, transparency,
objectiveness, correspondence to the
goal, and effectiveness).

The same sanctions can be applied against
Ukrainian citizens or Ukrainian legal entities,
but only in case they are subjects carrying
out terrorist activity. Still, in spite of the
limited, at the first glance, field for the
application of this tool, it is with its help
that the state got an unrestricted possibility
to limit activity of different subjects in the
media domain.[26]
24

The first of these sanctions was applied
against legal entities controlled by the
citizen and the MP of Ukraine representing
the faction “Opposition Platform – For Life”
Taras Kozak – viz. against the companies

Still, in spite of the limited, at the first
glance, field for the application of this
tool, it is with its help that the state
got an unrestricted possibility to limit
activity of different subjects in the
media domain.
broadcasting under the logos “Zik”, “112
Ukrayina”, and “NewsOne”. Of interest is the
fact that prior to the sanction imposition
those TV channels were subjected to
numerous inspections conducted by the
regulator and got 7 sanctions for violation
of the norms of legislation on television,
which presupposes responsibility for the
dissemination of content posing a threat
to national security. Seven more sanctions
for violation of the respective norms were
imposed by the National Council on those
TV channels already after their broadcast
had been terminated. At the same time,
due to inconsistency of legislation, this
sanction did not become the ground for
license canceling by the regulator: therefore,
their status on the website of the National
Council runs as “valid”.[27]
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The second sanction was imposed both
on Kozak’s channels, and on a number of
Russian TV channels. De facto that meant
that TV providers could no longer connect
those TV channels to their cable networks.
However, its appearance for the first time in
the sanctions decrees of 2018[28] and later,
in fact, only reinforced the status quo and
provided one more legal ground – since rebroadcasting of those channels was already
impossible due to the abovementioned
regulator’s activity. At the same time, its
application actually makes the activity of
Taras Kozak’s TV channels not possible
now.
The third option in the law was used to block
websites. Though the most well-known was
the application of this sanction to social
media “vkontakte” and “Odnoklassniki”
and the services of companies “Mail.Ru”
and “Yandex” in 2017,[29] such measure
as “prohibition for Internet providers to
provide the services of allowing access for
Internet users to the resources/services”
and its derivatives were applied to over 200
Russian media and quasi-media as well
as the media and quasi-media functioning
in the territories that are under temporary
occupation.[30] In August 2021 it was also
applied to the media founded by Ukrainian
citizens: “Strana.ua”[31] and “Shariy.net”,[32]
as well as to the accounts to those media
and their founders in social media.
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… and still failed to strike the right
balance in the field of protection of
human rights?

On having described the tools used by
Ukraine to protect its sovereignty against
external threats, it is worth going back to the
international standards related to limitation
of freedom of expression and a threecomponent human rights restriction test.
Let us recall that limitation of freedom of
speech must be envisaged by the law, must
pursue a legitimate goal and be necessary
in a democratic society.
It is worth agreeing with the fact that all the
above measures are to this or that extent
aimed at the protection of national security
interests, which is definitely a legitimate
interest in the context of the Constitution of
Ukraine, the ECHR, and the ICCPR.

Limitation of freedom of speech
must be envisaged by the
law, must pursue a legitimate
goal and be necessary in a
democratic society.
As far as the criterion of “being provided
for by statue or law” is concerned, its
observance means that the norm setting
restrictions of rights must be formulated
sufficiently clearly for the citizen to be able
to regulate their behaviour: (s)he should have
the possibility – if in need of due legal aid –
to envisage and foresee the consequences
a certain action may lead to.[33]
A number of measures applied for the sake of
protecting the interests of national security
violate this criterion and are not possible to
envisage. The main of these are application
of sanctions to Ukrainian citizens and the
use of the provision on “other sanctions” for
blocking media and quasi-media websites.
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First of all, the norm on sanctions application
against subjects carrying out terrorist activity
does not provide any clear understanding of
when sanctions may be applied to such an
individual: prior to establishment of suspicion
of the respective crime commission or after it,
if criminal proceedings are opened under the
respective article or no, if there is evidence
available and pointing to this above any
reasonable doubt, if a certain organization is
recognized as a terrorist organization under
the norms of the Law of Ukraine On the Fight
against Terrorism, etc.
At the same time, the use of the norm on
the application of other sanctions to block
websites violates the principles of sanction
imposition. These are the principles of
legitimacy (since website blocking is not
envisaged by the Ukrainian legislation, but for
cases of child pornography dissemination,
copyright violation and gambling with no
due license) and correspondence to the
goal (since blocking of access to a number
of websites instead of an attempt to restrict
access to specific pages with illegal content
is disproportionate).[34] And website blocking
with no due legal ground also runs counter to
the practice of the European Court of Human
Rights, in particular, decision in the case
Cengiz and Others v Turkey.[35]
One more measure that does not meet the
requirements of foreseeability is application
of the so called “black lists” of the Ministry of
Culture. Maintenance of the List of Individuals
Posing a Threat to National Security is
regulated only in relation to subjects of
address for including individuals to this List
by the Law On Cinematography.[36] Still,
no criteria for inclusion of individuals are
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prescribed by the legislation, and this gives
the National Security and Defense Council,
the Security Service of Ukraine, and the
National Council an excessive discretion[37]
concerning its filling and restricts access
to content that does not pose a threat to
national security: for example, it is prohibited
to broadcast films about Asterix in Ukraine
since the performer of the role of Obelix,
Gerard Depardieu, is on the “black list”.[38]
Such discretion, according to the practice of
the European Court of Human Rights, runs
counter to the requirements of the rule of law.
[39]
Some measures applied by the Ukrainian
authorities do not meet the criterion of
necessity in a democratic society and is not
proportionate. Besides the already mentioned
non-proportionality of blocking of at least
some of the blocked sites, attention should
be paid to a number of content restrictions. In
particular, prohibition to broadcast movies on
the basis of the country of their origin seems
to be a non-proportionate restriction. Films
produced in the aggressor state after January
1, 2014 include prize winners of international
film festivals, like “Leviafan” and “Neliubov”
by Andriy Zviahintsev, and their topics do not
pose any threat to the information space of
Ukraine.

Some measures applied by the
Ukrainian authorities do not
meet the criterion of necessity
in a democratic society and is not
proportionate.
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Dubious, in the light of the decision of the
European Court of Human Rights in the case
Vajnai v Hungary[40], also is prohibition of
communist symbols propaganda in printed
media (not denying, at the same time, the
legitimacy and proportionality of the ban on
communist regime propaganda in general).
It is also difficult to imagine to what
consequences law enforcement practice
may lead in cases related to disrespect of
the state language, the ban on dissemination
of which will take effect in 2024.
More interesting is also the issue
of proportionality of termination of
broadcasting of a number of Ukrainian
channels with pro-Russian editorial policy.
In general, termination of broadcasting and
deprivation of TV channels of licenses can
be a proportionate measure, taking into
account the fact that they have violated
a number of legislative norms related
to broadcasting of the content posing a
threat to national security. In the situation
with propaganda of the Labour Party of
Kurdistan by a TV channel in Denmark
over 4 years, the European Court of Human
Rights acknowledged deprivation of the TV
channel of its license to be the measure
corresponding to the Convention.[41] Still,
taking into account doubtful legitimacy of
application of sanctions against Ukrainian
subjects, a more correct way to terminate
the activity of those channels would be for
the regulator to go to court with the request
to annul their licenses under the profile
law. Proceedings in relation to one of the
three channels of which Taras Kozak is a
beneficiary are now pending in the Circuit
Administrative Court of the city of Kyiv.[42]
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More complicated is the issue related
to the proportionality of such measures
as language quotas. In July 2021 the
Constitutional Court of Ukraine recognized
the language law in general to be
constitutional, dismissing the arguments
presented by the MPs of Ukraine in the
constitutional petition.[43] The leitmotif
of the decision is the fact that affirmative
action in relation to the Ukrainian language
is justified by its historical status, while
the law itself is “a legal tool of overcoming
the consequences of the long-term stay
of different parts of Ukraine within other
states and general russification of Ukraine”.
Such motivation could be regarded as
objective and reasonable justification of
the difference in the treatment of content
in different languages if Ukraine did not
have a number of commitments related
to national minority protection.[44] Today
the legislation in this field is outdated
and, along with the residual quota of 25 %
(and from 2024 on – 10 %) of the weekly
broadcast for the use of languages other
than the state one and the need for issuing
parallel circulations of newspapers for
the languages that are not official in the
EU (Azerbaijanian, Belarus, Armenian,
Georgian, Hebrew, Moldovan, Russian,
etc.), substantially limits the opportunities
for the representatives of such minorities
to exercise their right to getting information
in their native languages.
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As far as other introduced measures
are concerned, they appear to be
proportionate. It seems to be logical that
for the sake of carrying out their activity
in the Ukrainian territory foreign broadcast
companies must meet the requirements of
the ECTT and broadcast adequate content
which does not spread hate speech.
Also, proportionate is limitation of the
propaganda of the Nazi and communist
regimes that have committed a number
of international crimes in the Ukrainian
territory. Legitimate after the beginning of
aggression is restriction of access to the
content popularizing activities of military
bodies of the aggressor state and justifying
or denying occupation of a part of the
Ukrainian territory.
Finally, let us point out that the
overwhelming majority of the analyzed
measures aimed to counteract the threats
posed to national security in the TV space
where there exists the body responsible
for state regulation – the National Council
of Television and Radio Broadcasting of
Ukraine. The attempts to influence printed
media were rather limited, while the
attempts to influence online media were
very much dubious from the point of view
of legitimacy – and looked like an attempt
to chaotically influence chaotic space.
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Self(non)regulation of the media
community: how media men failed
to fill the regulatory vacuum

Self-regulation in Ukraine currently
performs a largely awarenessraising function which is important
but does not help to replace the state
in the field of effective regulation
and counteraction of the content
posing a threat to national security.

Chaotic regulation of online media (or rather
complete absence of it) led to flourishing of
information resources with various editorial
policies and different intentions concerning
their effect on the information space.
Definitely, that contributes to pluralism: one
can almost always find in online media polar
points of view concerning majority of issues,
including those that are well-grounded
enough to consider them as a discussion.
At the same time, such situation contributes
to a sort of anarchy. Some media try to act
in accordance with the generally accepted
standards of journalist activity, while the
other ones – to follow the whims of their
owners and to popularize any content just to
get clicks, advertising profit or income from
hit pieces.
Still, in the above media landscape, with
almost no mechanisms for bringing to
account for violation of requirements
related to content dissemination by printed
and online media, each editor enjoys
almost unlimited freedom of action. It is
this freedom of action that, in our opinion,
has become one of the main grounds for
imposition of sanctions on a number of
Ukrainian online media.
An alternative for bringing journalists to
account by the state could be strong selfregulation systems. For example, German
Presserat[45] or British IPSO,[46] that
supervise compliance with the standards
set by the relevant professional codes, are
funded by publishers. Among other things,
they have the mandate to force printed
and online editions to publish information
about violations of standards by them, and
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An alternative for
bringing journalists
to account by
the state could
be strong selfregulation systems.

in case with IPSO – to impose a fine on the
publisher. Similar regulatory schemes are
rather efficiently applied in other European
states as well. Such efficiency is ensured by
the importance of reputation for media in the
eyes of their consumers since decisions on
violation of journalist standards are subject
to wide dissemination.
It looks that Ukrainian media could borrow
such a scheme on uniting and securing
themselves against potential pressure from
the state. In fact, there are two bodies trying
to apply self-regulation practices in Ukraine:
the Commission on Journalistic Ethics[47]
and the Independent Media Council.[48]
The former is similar to the European bodies
in that it has a unified Code of Ethics of
Ukrainian journalists as well as in the fact
that its co-founders include the key media
associations and organizations of Ukraine.
The Independent Media Council was set up
by public organizations that are competent
in the media domain, mostly as an expert
body to provide conclusions on the
correspondence of the media content to the
norms of journalistic ethics or legislation
Both bodies can hardly be called successful.
On the one hand, they support the topic of
compliance with professional standards
of journalism in the public space. Media
respond to their requests to explain their
own standpoints more and more often
and are ready to use their conclusions to
improve their activity. The conclusions of the
Independent Media Council are sometimes
referred to by the regulator in the field of
audio-visual media in order to substantiate
its standpoint concerning imposition of
sanctions on perpetrators.
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At the same time, they don’t have any
means to coerce the media to improve the
situation. They also cannot affect access to
the profession via influencing professional
associations of journalists. Thus, selfregulation in Ukraine currently performs a
largely awareness-raising function which is
important but does not help to replace the
state in the field of effective regulation and
counteraction of the content posing a threat
to national security.
Unfortunately, Ukrainian media have not
demonstrated their capacity to get united
around common values or to create a new
general Ukrainian organization of journalists
instead of the National Union of Journalists
of Ukraine,[49] that has been in existence
since the Soviet times, or the Independent
Media Trade Union of Ukraine, which has
not been active over the recent years.[50]
In the applications against introduction of
any regulation for online media, a number
of journalists and organizations claim that
the legislation must envisage much more
space for self-regulation.[51] Still, the same
journalists seem not to be in a hurry to
introduce this self-regulation or to agree
to the jurisdiction of one of the currently
functioning bodies over them. Therefore, it
is not worth expecting that self-regulation
will become an effective mechanism in the
system of counteracting the threats posed
to national security. Unlike further attempts
of the state to regulate the activities of
printed or online media while securing their
legitimate interest of protection against
harmful content.
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Freedom of speech and national
security: what should be the line of
conduct to make everyone satisfied?

Taking into account the activities Ukraine
carried out to protect its national security
in the media field, we may see that over the
recent six years the state has managed to
create a sufficient number of safeguards
preventing the influence of the content that
may lead to serious consequences, but
mainly in the field of television. MPs and
representatives of other branches of power
tried to balance different interests, but they
often tipped the balance towards national
security protection, using patriotic slogans.
That is natural in the situation of armed
aggression of the Russian Federation,
but in the long run this may lead (and is
already leading) to violations of human
rights. These violations may cost Ukraine
a lot in the future when it will have to pay
reimbursements to the persons whose
rights will be acknowledged as violated by
the European Court of Human Rights.
Is it possible to improve that balance or to
harmonize the issue with the international
human rights protection standards?
Yes, but that will require not that much
legislative amendments, but trust in the
state authorities, which is not typical of the
Ukrainian society as well as improvement of
the law enforcement practice.

The regulator’s decisions and due
procedures should not be replaced
with quick and simple solutions like
sanction application.
Above all, one should learn to trust the
National Council of Television and Radio
Broadcasting of Ukraine and to believe in its
rather long procedures which are, though,
necessary to ensure due process. In our
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opinion, the bans on the dissemination
of the content posing a threat to national
security, envisaged by the legislation prior
to the aggression, enabled the regulator
to effectively fulfill its own authorities
related to supervision of the TV and radio
environments. Provided content evaluation
criteria developed in the ECtHR’s practice
were applied, the respective bans could be
applied in most of the arising situations.
By the way, it is worth mentioning here that
the quality of the regulator’s arguments
has improved considerably over the recent
years – and decisions for one page and a
half[52] have been replaced with twentypage decisions taking into account detailed
analysis of the harmful content.[53] The
regulator’s decisions and due procedures
should not be replaced with quick and simple
solutions like sanction application: arbitrary
use of this tool will create extraordinary risks
of having this measure applied to the media
business of political opponents in the future
for the sake of suppressing the voices of the
opposition.
Certainly, there is a need for legislative
amendments. First of all, it is necessary
to eliminate a number of banned content
categories from the legislation, that may
lead to excessive interference into the
freedom of expression, in particular, the
ones like disrespect of the state language,
ban on broadcasting of any films created in
the aggressor state after January 1, 2014,
and restriction of access to the content with
some figures put on the “black list” of the
Ministry of Culture. To prevent dissemination
of materials that pose a real threat to national
security, it is enough to apply other bans
introduced since 2014, in particular, related
to restriction of broadcasting of materials
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containing propaganda of the aggressor
state’s bodies or denial of the occupation of
the Ukrainian territory.
In case these norms are not cancelled for
political reasons, it is necessary to make
them detailed in order to ensure their legal
certainty. It is necessary to clearly state in
which conditions “disrespect of the state
language” will be viewed as a violation, as
well as to develop clear criteria of putting
individuals on the “black list”. Besides that,
the sanctions legislation should be amended
in order to limit the opportunities for
applying it to Ukrainian natural persons and
legal entities,[54] and it is also necessary to
approve updated legislation on the protection
of national minorities, that would guarantee
them the right to get information in their
native language, following the requirements
of the Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities as well as
would balance the applicable language law.
Realizing the risks of using this legislation for
possible russianization, it seems possible
to apply the approaches that would restrict
application of this legislation to the Russian
language on a temporary basis, due to the
current aggression. Sanctions imposed on
media should be reviewed within a certain
period of transition (up to 1 year) after the
legislation is updated.
The issue of regulation of printed and, in
particular, online media remains open, due
to the increased influence of the latter on the
information space and absence of regulation
of the respective field. The best thing would
be to combine two regulation elements:
state regulation and self-regulation. A
powerful journalist community the main
value of which would be compliance with
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professional standards could restore the
importance of the institute of reputation
for media and to punish violators with real
public condemnation. At the same time, the
state would have to react to harmful online
content, restricting access to the calls for
dismantlement the constitutional order or
violation of territorial integrity as well as to
hate speech or the content popularizing the
law-enforcement agencies of the aggressor
state. One of the prospective ways seems to
be introduction of a special expedited court
procedure, following which the authorized
state body (probably, the National Council
of Television and Radio Broadcasting
as the body experienced in analyzing
harmful content) would go to court asking
to restrict access to a certain page, and
in extraordinary cases – to the whole
website. Besides that, the National Council
should be provided the mandate to actively
cooperate with the Internet platforms and to
use the opportunities provided by them for
restricting access to harmful content.
In our opinion, it is this additional balance
establishment that could further effectively
help the state protect its own interests and
remove excessive interference into the
freedom of media views expression, that is
now exercised today in Ukraine under the
slogans of fighting with the aggressor state.

The best thing would be
to combine two regulation
elements: state regulation
and self-regulation.
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Recommendations

To better balance the interests of
national security and freedom of
expression, we recommend the
following:

For subjects of legislative
initiative:
ռ To harmonize Ukrainian legislation on the

ռ

ռ
ռ

ռ
ռ
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counteraction of harmful content with
international human rights protection
standards and to eliminate the norms
that may lead to excessive interference
into the freedom of expression, in particular, restrictions related to broadcasting of the content involving the persons
included to the “black list” of the Ministry
of Culture, automatic ban on broadcast
SJƼPQWTVSHYGIHF]XLIEKKVIWWSVWXEXI
since 2014, and disrespect of the state
language;
In case it is impossible to cancel the restrictions related to the “black list” of the
Ministry of Culture, to regulate the order
and the grounds for its compilation and
maintenance;
To update sanctions legislation to make
it impossible to abuse it in terms of its
application to Ukrainian subjects and
website blocking;
To develop and approve legislation on
the protection of national minorities, that
will take into account provisions of the
Framework Convention for the Protection
of National Minorities;
To initiate a dialogue involving stakeholders concerning development of the draft
law on restriction of access to harmful
content on the Internet;
To develop the mechanisms of encouragement of self-regulation of printed and
online media.

For the National Security and
Defense Council of Ukraine
and the President of Ukraine:

ռ

To reconsider decisions on the application
of sanctions against media as well as on
website blocking and to harmonize them
with the international standards on the
protection of freedom of expression;

ռ

In case of further application of sanctions,
to provide adequate information about the
reasons of application of the respective
measure as well as to take proportionality
requirements into account;

For the National Council
of Television and Radio
Broadcasting of Ukraine:
ռ To continue its active work and to counter-

act the content posing a threat to national
security through application of sanctions
against the respective media;

ռ

To take part in the dialogue on the mechanisms of restricting access to harmful
content on the Internet;

For the media community:
ռ To elaborate the model of a represent-

ative journalist organization that will
meet market needs and will be based on
constant compliance with professional
standards of journalism by its members;

ռ

To unite around one out of two self-regulation bodies and to acknowledge its
jurisdiction over the majority of issues
related to content dissemination as opposed to state regulation.
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?A7IIQSVIMRλÙëφχφëðυ  πσôñøώϏ öσ êòφñωëσôôā ψσυöώë ë ÞñχσϏôώ āñ ôτõφóώöôφ ëώíñχðöð ψñχðôþñω ξσôíφχð Ýσêφχσöφχώā øð÷χφëφϏ êτïõτñð ?1 (ZSVSZ]M
(2021). Sanctions and Website Blocking in
Ukraine: How Pandora‘s Box Can Be Opened
Discreetly. Digital Security Lab.]– https://
dslua.org/wp - content/uploads/2021/06/
Sanctions_and_Internet_UPD_2.pdf
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